Job ID:  1453

.NET Software Developer – Costa Mesa, CA (also available at our Austin, TX and San Jose, CA locations)

MegaPath is the largest privately held, facilities-based Managed Services LEC in the US. We provide next-generation Hosted Voice, Cloud, Private Networking and Managed Security Service solutions to businesses nationwide. With growth in mind, we are hiring exceptional people.

Description and Requirements:

.NET, SQL, ASP.NET, WCF, jQuery, JavaScript, AJAX and C#

You will design and build successful web applications for MegaPath using strong OOD/OOP skills while applying modern design patterns. You will work with .NET architecture/High-performance .NET (C# programming), ASP.NET, Web Services and multi-tier distributed systems to estimate, plan and execute complex technical projects. Your general knowledge of "Under the hood" .NET technologies and analytical prowess will guide you to solve MegaPath’s most challenging priorities.

Required Skill Set:

- Familiarity agile software development methodologies
- 4 or more years of software engineering experience with .NET framework (or 3 years w/MSCS)
- Understanding of jQuery and other advanced concepts including development of robust web services
- Three or more years of database development experience— SQL Server / Oracle
- Knowledge in software design, object-oriented design and implementation techniques and n-tier application design; thorough understanding of design patterns and their application in software development
- Implement strong unit and service-level tests
- Experience with database design, architecture, and implementation
- Excellent interpersonal, communication, and organizational skills
- Microsoft Certification is a plus

Employee Benefits:

MegaPath offers a full suite of benefits, including full medical, dental, and vision coverage; a 401(K) plan with a company matching contribution; a transportation benefit; and many other excellent perks.

Apply:  chris.atkinson@megapath.com